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 I have been taking the classes of CAP 2 at Gurukal College for my 

accountancy degree as well as studying for a Bachelor of Business 

Studies. I have been working hard with my studies. I am also attending  

classes on a regular basis and attending  hall exam every Saturday ( qualifier examination for final exam) 

. Beside this  educational activities we do not have any extra activities as we need to fully concentrate 

on our studies. As the courses of CAP 2 are more complex and vast the institution also do not conduct 

any extra activities except focusing the students on studies. As soon as the course gets finished the 

institution will provide leave for the preparation of final exam. The courses are estimated to complete 

within the mid  of February and the final exam will held in June. 

Beside this my study of cap 2, my bachelor 2nd year is also running on. Even though I am not taking the 

classes of it,  I am preparing myself to attend the examination of it. After the completion of CAP  2, then 

the articleship will be done which is completely  based on practical. So the CAP 2 is completely based on 

theoretical classes. The subjects that we have deal in CAP 2 are: 

1. Advance accounting  

2. Costing 

3. Financial management  

4. Auditing 

5. Corporate law 

6. Taxation  

7. Business communication and marketing 

During these classes of CAP 2 I have been learning about theoretical knowledges of all this different 

subjects. I have been updated with the taxation system,  company laws and their implications and also 

learn about the auditing system of different firms and entities. And I have also learn many calculations 

regarding the subjects of accounting, finance and costing. These all thereotical knowledges are useful 

while doing the articleship after the completion of CAP 2. So I am fully dedicating my hardwork in the 

studies for the completion of CAP 2.  

I just mentioned all the things about my studies only because I do not have got any thing 

else extra beside the study. As the holidays are also not provided except in the rare cases I 

do not have done any extra activities during these last 4 months. The stay in the hostel has 

been well and much supportive for my study and we all the brothers are living happily in 

hostel. At lastly, I would like to be grateful and thankful to all the people including CFF and 

FONA for helping and supporting for my study and living.  

Best regards, Bishal  

https://www.facebook.com/limbu.bishal.1?fref=nf

